ISWP Training Working Group
Integration Subcommittee
December 14, 2016 Meeting Recap
The ISWP Training Working Group Integration Subcommittee met by conference call on
Wednesday, December 14th 10th, 2016 from 07:00 a.m. to 08:00 a.m. U. S. Eastern
Time. This provides a recap.
Link to Meeting Recording: https://iswp.adobeconnect.com/p8slkyjmipd/
Next Meeting: Wednesday, January 11th, 2017, 07:00 a.m. U.S. Eastern Time.
Action Items:
1. Krithika to check with the existing members of their interest to participate in the
meetings and the group’s activites.
2. Integration pilot update:
• Krithika to send a note to all the pilot sites requesting an update on what they
have done so far with regards to wheelchair education, what they have planned
in the next few months, other challenges and feedbacks.
Discussion:
1. Note to existing members
Paula suggested that we reach out to the existing members to check for their interest
to attend the meeting and participate in the subcommittee’s activites.

2. High Level Meeting Planning Update
The concept note was reviewed. Paula commented that the group needs to decide on
who will be representing the subcommittee at the meeting. The approved funding for
the meeting is USD 24,000. The group proposed the following potential list of
attendees:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sue Eitel
Maria Toro
Nicky Seymour
Paula Rushton
Jon Pearlman
Mary Goldberg

Nancy added that ISWP will be happy to put together a take-away package of
information for the attendes of the meeting. She also suggested adding the handouts
of the presentation in a notes format along with concept note and ISWP brouchers. For
the presentation, Paula and Karen will work on the survey and the interviews, Krithika
will work on the integration pilot sites along with the general ISWP sides.
3. Integration Interviews Update
Karen gave an update that we have unfortunately lost the recordings of the interview
with Cher from Dalhousie University and that there is an interview scheduled with
Barbara Cranne of University of Hartford in the coming week. Paula to connect again
with the Netherlands counterpart to know of their interest to be interviewed. Nicky
mentioned that CBR training school in Africa might be good option to consider. Paula
added from the research prescpective, including Barbara Crane’s interview there will
be 8 completed interviews which is a good sample size for data anlaysis and
transcription. Nicky mentioned that we have interviewed particiapnts from high, low
and middle income setting, suffient PTs and OTs and it’s a nice mix of people to report.
The group decided to start with anlaysis with the 8 interviews and hold off on more
interviews.
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4. Integration Pilot Sites Update
The third integration pilot site meeting was held on November 15 th 2016 with 5
interested partners. The recordings was shared as a follow-up. The current offerings
from ISWP (basic test and the hybrid course) was shared, partnership framework was
discussed. The meeting also included the existing training approaches, sharing existing
training resources/challenges as well as using google plus community as the platform.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 11th. Nicky added that we should also be
able to identify new findings and learnings from these pilot sites which would be
important to present at the high level meeting. And that getting updates from the
integration pilot sites would be the next step. She suggested to connect with all the
pilot sites requesting an update on what they have done so far with regards to
wheelchair education, what they have planned in the next few months, other
challenges and feedbacks.
Participants (check mark indicates participation on call)
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

Paula Rushton, University of Montreal (co-chair)
Nicky Seymour, Motivation (co-chair)
Barbara Crane, Hartford University
Sue Eitel, Eitel Global
Karen Fung, University of Montreal
Ritu Ghosh, Mobility India
Michelle Hollier, UCPRUK
Tamsin Langford, Motivation
Kylie Mines, Motivation Australia
Catherine Sykes, WCPT
Maria Toro, CES University
Nancy Augustine, University of Pittsburgh
Mary Goldberg, University of Pittsburgh
Krithika Kandavel, University of Pittsburgh
Alex Miles, University of Pittsburgh

Prepared by: Krithika Kandavel
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